support your choice, whatever you
do. But, of course, there are always
by Wendy Neely consequences to our choices.
The COVID vaccination is a
Sometimes the result works in our
trigger no matter what side of the
favor, and sometimes it throws
vaccination you stand for—an
hurdles in our path, and that's okay.
unfortunate opportunity to continue
We wish you continued
the divide that has run deep in this
happiness and health.
country.
As of October 25th, the King
- Coach Wendy County Aquatic Center and the
Federal Way Community Center
adopted the King County Health
Editor’s Column
Department mandate.
by Zena Courtney
Blue Wave has followed these
Someone once said that the only
requirements to stay in good
constant in life is change. It is with a
standing with our leasing
sad heart that I bid farewell to my
agreements at each facility. If you
BWAQ teammates. My husband
return to join us at our KCAC or
Steve and I are moving to Cocoa
FWCC swims, please be sure to
Beach, FL as of 24 November mainly
bring proof of vaccination or a
to be closer to his aging parents. We
negative COVID test no more than are looking forward to 0 inches of
72 hours old.
snow and 233 sunny days per year
Again, there is no pressure to
with an average temperature of 90
get vaccinated; if you are not
degrees in the summer and 50 in the
vaccinated, simply show the results winter. We currently have a 4of your negative COVID test (no
bedroom short term rental with a
more than 72 hours old!) to gain
pool on the canal that is available for
admission to either facility.
visits, and I can hook you up with
At this moment, Pierce County outdoor 50M pool and ocean swims.
does not have a vaccine mandate, Be sure to contact me at
and anyone can join us for a swim zenacourtney@hotmail.com for the
regardless of vaccination status on teammate discount! Mary Ann White
Saturdays between 7:45 and 8:45 has graciously offered to take over
a.m. at Sumner High School Pool. the newsletter and you will be voting
The cool thing in this situation is
on the new Secretary soon. I will be
your free will. Choose what feels
available to help with the transition.
right to you, and know that we
Keep Swimming! Zena
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BWAQ Annual Meeting

2021
TEAM OFFICERS

Elect Your 2022 BWAQ Board

President:

Saturday, Nov 20, 2021
10:00AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
via Zoom

Steve Freeborn
Vice President:
Scott Matthews
Secretary:
Zena Courtney
Treasurer:

Patti Cunningham
Membership:
Nellis Kim
Communication:
Angela Turley
KCAC AM Rep:
TBD
KCAC Brunch Rep:

Kathy Byers
KCAC PM Rep:
Mike Murphy
Evergreen Rep:
Kim Boggs
Covington Rep:
Eric Durban

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87028840594?pwd=Umd2OXl2eDZhWmV
Zci9xanFFVEpZQT09
Meeting ID: 870 2884 0594
Passcode: 791246
One tap mobile
+12532158782,,87028840594#,,,,*791246# US (Tacoma)
+13462487799,,87028840594#,,,,*791246# US (Houston)
Dial by your location
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 870 2884 0594, Passcode: 791246
Agenda
1. Results of Elections of new/ returning officers for 2022 BWAQ
Board of Directors (look out for ballot via email)
2. 2021 Financial Summary (Patti)
3. 2021 Membership Summary (Nellis)
4. Approve Oct 8, 2021 Minutes

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093
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June 2021 Board Meeting Recap
Full Board minutes can be found at http://www.bluewave-aquatics.com/News.aspx#

2021
TEAM OFFICERS
President:
Steve Freeborn
Vice President:
Scott Matthews
Secretary:
Zena Courtney
Treasurer:

Patti Cunningham
Membership:
Nellis Kim
Communication:
Angela Turley
KCAC AM Rep:
TBD
KCAC Brunch Rep:

Kathy Byers
KCAC PM Rep:
Mike Murphy
Evergreen Rep:
Kim Boggs
Covington Rep:
Eric Durban

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

June 12, 2021- President Steve
Freeborn presided over the Zoom
meeting at 10:03 AM. 1) Meeting
minutes from 12 April 2021 were
approved. 2) Financials: Patti
provided a review of the financials.
The bank balance is $49,271.00 and
is steadily declining but we should
have enough to last through year end.
Next action is second PPP loan
forgiveness request, Patti is waiting
for forgiveness process to open. We
received $66.79 from Amazon Smile.
3) Membership: The temporary $15
to $10 fee swims only increased
attendance by one person = 32
swimmers for first 2 weeks of May
w/64 swims and 33 swimmers for
second 2 weeks of May w/100 swims.
Total fees collected with the 100
swims was only $40 more due to the
$10 special pricing. In response to
repeated requests for “membership”
pricing, Nellis presented a spreadsheet showing costs/fees for various
pools. Nellis suggested offering
membership at $225/month=~18
swims/month at $12 each and drop-in
fee reduced to $12. Question was
asked about a 2x or 3x/week
membership. Nellis will ask Club
Assistant how to create a new
monthly membership rate and will
create a 2x or 3X / week rate to start
July 1st.
4) Coach Report: 9:30 AM time at
KCAC slot was the most popular.

bluewave-aquatics.com

Attendance at KCAC was going up
as more folks got the info that it
had reopened. Wendy kept in
touch with Twin Lakes regarding
their pool opening/availability.
Marine Hills charged $150/
workout- too expensive for BWAQ.
5) Events: Pacific Northwest
Virtual Swim Event was the
next event starting Tues, June 22,
2021- Wed, September 22, 2021.
The website/links were tested and
were ready to go live after this
meeting. Angie posted teasers on
several Facebook pages, and
posted information on the
(Puget Sound Masters (PSM)
Facebook page.
Swim Defiance update was
provided. Mike Murphy and Scott
Matthews organized/managed the
manual timing at the finish line so
BuDu costs were eliminated. Zena
requested Costco donations (Fife,
Tacoma, Federal Way), Trader
Joe’s, and Poverty Bay Coffee.
Steve coordinated with Brad at NW
Tri & Bike to obtain swim buoys.
TMI Water Safety meeting was
tentatively set for June 26th/27th at
Foss Waterway Seaport Museum.
6) Newsletter: Next Newsletter will
have extensive membership info
updates from Nellis and info for
Pacific Northwest Virtual Swim and
Swim Defiance.
Meeting was adjourned 11:22 AM
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June 2021 Emergency Meeting Recap
July 2021 Board Meeting Recap

2021
TEAM OFFICERS
President:
Steve Freeborn
Vice President:
Scott Matthews
Secretary:
Zena Courtney
Treasurer:

Patti Cunningham
Membership:
Nellis Kim
Communication:
Angela Turley

Jun 23, 2021- President Steve
Freeborn presided over the
Emergency Zoom meeting at 7:00
PM. Starting on 7/1/21, we added two
5:30 AM KCAC long course workouts.
Board also agree to offer monthly
memberships starting 7/1/21:
1.Unlimited swims/month membership
for $250 per month.
2.12 swims per month membership
(roughly three swims per week) for
$144 (12x$12).
3.8 swims per month membership
(roughly two swims per week) for
$104 (8x$13).
Nellis would notify team via e-mail
and provide a status update at the
next BWAQ Board Meeting.
Meeting ended at 7:36 PM

KCAC AM Rep:
TBD
KCAC Brunch Rep:

Kathy Byers
KCAC PM Rep:
Mike Murphy
Evergreen Rep:
Kim Boggs
Covington Rep:
Eric Durban

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

July 10, 2021- President Steve
Freeborn presided over the Zoom
meeting at 10:05AM. 1) Meeting
minutes from the 12 and 23 June
2021 meetings were approved.
2) Financials: Patti provided a review
of the financials. The bank balance
was $54,745, the first month the
balance went up since the start of the
pandemic. Prepaid dues for July were
$2,323.00 indicating good support of
the new monthly program. Revenue
also included $1,000 donations from
Connolly Law and Rachael Deaderick
in support of our events, and entry
fees for PNW Virtual Swim and Swim
Defiance.
3. Membership: Nellis provided a
detail spreadsheet. We hit a high of
34 swimmers during the last two

bluewave-aquatics.com

weeks of the $10 promo. During
the last two weeks of June, when
the price went back up to $15, we
went up to 42 swimmers. The
monthly swim options were a hit.
We had a couple of late sign-ups,
so we will realize a total of $2,614
from 19 total swimmers who chose
the monthly option for July. Eric
suggested we continue to try to
bring down the monthly swim
options. Board decided to wait for
financial numbers at end of month
to decide how to move forward.
4. Coach Updates: KCAC
workouts are crowded. KCAC will
not be closed in August and will
return to short course the third
week of August. Lots of interest in
private lessons.
5. Events PNW Virtual Swim:
Angie reported as of 7/9/21 we had
44 sign-ups: Youngest: 7 | Oldest:
73. Everyone agreed that this
event has introduced fun and
friendly competition into swimming
this summer.
Swim Defiance: Angie reported as
of 7/9/21 we had 30 sign-ups.
Zena will meet with Tacoma Y
Team Board to coordinate shadow
team for event.
LSOS: Eric pared down the Safety
Plan and would schedule a Zoom
meeting soon.
6- Newsletter: Next Newsletter in
early Sept to announce Last
Splash race info. Meeting was
adjourned at 11:05 AM
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August 2021 Board Meeting Recap

2021
TEAM OFFICERS
President:
Steve Freeborn
Vice President:
Scott Matthews
Secretary:
Zena Courtney
Treasurer:

Patti Cunningham
Membership:
Nellis Kim
Communication:
Angela Turley
KCAC AM Rep:
TBD
KCAC Brunch Rep:

Kathy Byers
KCAC PM Rep:
Mike Murphy
Evergreen Rep:
Kim Boggs
Covington Rep:
Eric Durban

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

August 14, 2021- President
Steve Freeborn and VP Scott
Matthews were absent. Eric
Durban presided over the Zoom
meeting at 10:00 AM.
1. Meeting minutes from 10 July
2021 were approved with no
edits.
2. Financial Reports: Patti
provided a review the financials.
The bank balance is $56,372
including estimated profit on
Swim Defiance of $2150.00.
Submitted application for
forgiveness of second PPP loan.
3. Membership: BWAQ added 2
new members in July and 3 so far
in August. July had 19
membership subscriptions and 35
drop-in fee swims. August has 25
membership subscriptions. Nellis
recommended maintaining the
current fee structure and adjust
once we understand the impact of
the college swimmers returning to
school.
4. Coach Updates: Workouts are
going great. Transitioning out of
FWCC and resuming brunch
swims at KCAC. Covington
doesn’t have their fall schedule
ready yet to see if they have
space for us to rent. Wendy has
messages in at Evergreen and
Normandy Park for fall.
5. Events: PNW Virtual Swim:
We had 1 more swimmer sign up
this week, and have had quite a

bluewave-aquatics.com

few people from out of town
(Indiana, Michigan, Illinois).
Complete statistics were
provided by Angie.
Swim Defiance: Angie reported
that registration run through
RunSignUp was flawless. Easy
to set up, swimmers were able to
purchase t-shirts and buoys
during registration. The file
export to Mike Murphy and Scott
Matthews for Webscorer went
well. Zena shared she divided
hospitality items between Nellis
and Steve Freeborn. Nellis has
oatmeal, paper products, hot
chocolate, 1.5 cases of bottled
water, and Steve has the rest (2
hot pots, tea/coffee fixings/hot
chocolate bins, paper products
bins, utensil bins).
LSOS: Angie provided that
pending insurance, she is ready
to open registration. Eric
contacted MaryAnn about the
giveaway/ participation item. She
was looking at towels but can
switch to water bottles if
preferred. A water bottle idea
was presented. She asked if we
should we go with mugs again
for awards.
Zena added that we need a new
Secretary to start in Oct. and
plan the Annual Meeting in
November as she is moving!
Meeting was adjourned at 11:04
AM.
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Treasurer’s
Report

Treasurer’s
Report

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

September 2021 Board Meeting Recap

Sept 12, 2021- 2021- President
Steve Freeborn presided over the
Zoom meeting at 7:30AM.
1. Meeting minutes from the 14
August 2021 meeting were
approved.
2. Financials: Patti provided a
review of the financials. The bank
balance is $56,372 with tentative
profit on Swim Defiance at $2,150.
3. Membership: Nellis provided
yet another detailed spreadsheet
of membership and fee proposals.
Membership following fees were
MSA by all attendees:
•Single workout fees of $15 each
•Unlimited $150/month
•12 Swim Membership $115/month
•8 Swim Membership $80/month
•4 Swim Membership $56/month
Nellis will set up this new fee
structure in Club Assistant starting
Oct 1st.
4. Coach Updates: Wendy is still
working on acquiring workout
times at Covington and Evergreen.
Covington is having trouble finding
lifeguards and Evergreen requires
a 6-month financial commitment.
5. Events: LSOS- Eric provided
and reviewed a list of items/
volunteers for LSOS. The
giveaway/ participation item will be
a towel in various colors. Eric still
needs lifeguards. Mike and Zena
are confirmed, Lance is still
questionable.

Treasurer’s Report
by Patti Cunningham
3 Month Bank Balance:
Aug 2021 = $56,372
Sep 2021 = $58,460
Oct 2021 = $59,547
The bank balance increased to
$59,547 due to another $500 event
sponsorship donation from team
member Rachael Deaderick. We
have received a total of $2,000 from
Rachael in 2021. Last Splash of
Summer had 86 swimmers
registered and $5,295 in registration
fees. After expenses it generated
approximately $4,469 profit. A check
in the amount of $154.14 written to
Raise the Bar has not cashed and
Mike Murphy will verify if it has been
received. All pool bills received have
been paid and there are no current
issues.
Questions about Finances? Please
contact Patti at
Treasurer@bluewave-aquatics.com

Meeting was adjourned at 8:40AM
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Membership Update
by Nellis Kim

Membership
Report

Wendy and I were chatting poolside the other day, talking about
the new swimmers who have
joined us since we first ventured
back to the pool in the summer of
2020, and it suddenly struck me
that I haven’t saluted our new
members in a long time. So I
want to start by introducing the 29
intrepid individuals who have
joined us for 1, 2, 12, or 50+
swims!
In fairly chronological order,
please welcome….

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

Michael Fairbanks
Jason Osborne
Shawn Crawford
Ginger Krugmire
Alex Ivanov
Brandy Brazeale
Sydney Britton
Chloe Sanders
Diana Johnson
Edward Quintos
Connor Barlow
Kim Mellick
Jay Giddens
Evangeline Murray
Jacqueline Murray
Kayla Di Domenico
Deborah Haight
Tommy Cunningham
Spencer Ollila
Kevin Burns

bluewave-aquatics.com

Mitchell Johnson
Jessica Davis
Ivan Porto
Sally Esterhay
Teresa Matthews
Kirinne Slaughter
Blake Holden
Tanya Lechner
Jennifer Brock

We are thrilled to be sharing lanes
with you!
And just a quick heads-up! 2021 is
rapidly coming to an end. This
means that you will need to renew
your USMS membership in order
to swim with us in 2022! Don’t
delay! Renew now by visiting
https://www.usms.org/ and clicking
the “Renew Today” link.
If you have questions about anything
pertaining to membership, please
feel free to contact me via e-mail at
Membership@BlueWave-Aquatics.com.
I’m not able to respond to messages
daily, but will get back to you as
quickly as possible.
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Catalina
Channel Swim

Eric and Lars
Durban’s
Catalina
Channel
Swim
by Eric Durban

My brother Lars and I
completed our Catalina Channel
swim this past August 2021. We
both, together with Zena
Courtney, swam the Strait of
Gibraltar in 2018, after 3 years of
trying to get allocated one of their
few swim slots. After a year of
feeling pretty good about
ourselves for that 9+ mile swim,
we began talking about future
challenges we might like to
entertain.
Preparation: With an eye
toward the Oceans Seven series
of swims (Strait of Gibraltar – 9
miles, Catalina Channel – 20
miles, English Channel – 20.5
miles, Tsugaru Strait – 12.1
miles, Cook Strait – 14 miles,
North Channel 21.4 miles, and
Kaiwi Channel – 26 miles), we
started thinking about the best
approach. I won’t speak for my
brother, but I was clearly getting
out over my skis. My longest
swim through 2019 was a
tandem Swim Around Mercer
Island (SAMI) with Lars in 2013.
At somewhere between 12 and
13 miles – I’m not known for
swimming a straight line in open
water – I was giving myself too
much credit.
Being 64 in 2019 and knowing
that age would take a toll at
some point, I considered trying to
knock three channel swims off in
one season. The thought being
that I could do Cooke Strait in
New Zealand (Southern
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Hemisphere) in February or March,
Catalina in June and then the English
Channel in late August or September.
That would maximize the return on my
training. Conceptually it all made
perfect sense.
I planned to do it in tandem with
Lars to the extent we would be
allowed by those overseeing swims for
each channel. We figured it would
take at least a couple of years to line
up dates for each of those channels,
so in early 2020, the thought was we
would look to try in 2022. Then Covid
hit, shutting down the swims and to
some extent the hosting countries as
well. While that adjusted our time
frame negatively, as it closed pools, I
moved outside to open water
swimming all spring, summer, and fall
of 2020. That turned out to be
fortuitous in terms of preparation.
While I swam at 5 Mile Lake, Lake
Meridian, Lake Wilderness, and Lake
Stevens, the bulk of my swims
happened at Angle Lake with my 5:45
am crew (Steve Freeborn, Andy Iyall,
Dan Smith and Tony Lieggi).

I struggled to keep up with them at
first; after all, they always swam in the
fast lane in pool workouts, I didn’t. By
the end of summer, if I worked really
hard, they had a bad day, I had a good
Continued
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Catalina
Channel Swim

Eric and Lars
Durban’s
Catalina
Channel
Swim

day and drafted on one of them, I
could generally keep up. Most
helpful was having a group of
other swimmers that would hold
me accountable to get up early
and swim.
That was open water training,
but not cold-water training. We
used wetsuits until mid-June and
put them back on in early
October. We did do one 300-yard
buoy skin swim in Angle Lake on
November 2nd after a wetsuit lap
around the lake. Not acclimating
at all after taking off the wetsuit, I
hadn’t gone 20 yards and had my
first ever panic-attack, as my
brain tried to figure out why I
would do this to my body. I
actually wondered if I was having
a heart attack. A couple of
strokes of breaststroke and
seeing Dan Smith pulling away
and I settled down to finish this
small taste of cold water. It was
55.3 degrees. It damaged me for
cold water swimming.
In January 2021, my brother
and I talked further about our
goals and Lars wisely pointed out
that we would be pretty foolish to
sign up for three long expensive
channel swims when we hadn’t
gone more than 13 miles at one
time. He suggested we try just
one swim, Catalina, if it opened
for attempts again in 2021. The
Catalina Channel Swimming
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Federation (CCSF), approves attempts
of the channel and indicated that they
would announce in March 2021
whether there would be a season that
year.
We started prepping our
applications and contacted all three
approved pilot boat operators to try to
line one up, the recommended first
step. We were given several potential
dates by the “Bottom Scratcher” boat.
We chose August 25/26 as a last
offered date, so that COVID might be
behind us, and because it was only
three days after a full moon. Since you
start your swim at about 11 pm, I
somehow thought that moonlight would
make it easier to see/swim. We paid
our deposit to Bottom Scratcher and
submitted our application with fee to
the CCSF. We also lined up a very
experienced kayaker, Jacqueline “Jax”
Cole, who promised to find another
kayaker for our swim. With deposit
and fees of $2,500 paid before March
we were committed to an attempt.
Applying to, and receiving approval
from, the CCSF to swim Catalina are
two very separate steps. Sometime in
April, I got a call from an official with
CCSF, that seemed heavily focused on
discouraging our swim. Our
application highlighted our lack of long
swims and our ages (63 and 65 going
on 64 and 66). Tandem swims are also
discouraged as swimmers are seldom
the same speed and the faster
Continued
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Catalina
Channel Swim

Eric and Lars
Durban’s
Catalina
Channel
Swim

swimmer will often have to wait at training effort seemed to fit perfectly
with our pace. That long swim gave us
breaks for the slower swimmer.
confidence that the distance shouldn’t
That’s a recipe for hypothermia
be an issue for us.
when you are swimming so long in
We still needed some salt water and
cold water. We were wide open to cold-water training swims. With such a
suggestions for the CCSF which hot summer, the lakes were too warm
included having at least one
for the 67-70 degree temps we
training swim of 75% of the
expected the channel to be. We took a
channel distance, or 15+ miles.
trip down to San Diego for a week and
They did ultimately approve
swam the LaJolla Cove with another
our application. That left only one Catalina swimmer Marty Hendricksen.
more thing to do – train. But how Three days of ocean swims at 72
degrees, same as the Catalina channel
much and in what conditions. I
was registering, convinced us
put in pool time in January,
temperatures wouldn’t be a concern for
February and March, working
around the pandemic indoor pool us. The fourth day the temperature
dropped 7 degrees and we were
limitations for 3,500 to 4,000 yards
reminded that the same could happen
a day, 5 days a week. But I had
85 miles north in the Catalina Channel.
no idea what was the “right”
I put in over 100 miles a month
amount of effort. So I put in a call swimming in June and July and
to Scott Lautman and invited him tapered for the week in August before
to lunch. What a resource – he’s our swim. That was probably more
done it all. Aside from having
than I needed to do, but I felt like I
swum Catalina in 2013, he gave always had to do more. I was glad that
me training targets, suggestions the week before our swim the lake
on feeds, and a description of the temperatures started dropping from the
swim that went from the boat ride mid-70s to the low 70s. Mind you, I
could have done what so many other
out to Catalina to the end of the
swimmers here in the Northwest do –
swim at Smuggler’s Cove.
He also suggested some long jump in the Sound without a wetsuit to
cold water train. The Sound seemed to
training swims with Tricia Elmer,
hover in the high 50’s to the very low
who was training for an English
60’s. But I felt I had already been
Channel attempt. My brother and traumatized enough last November, so
I took advantage of a few such
didn’t exercise that option.
swims that Tricia organized, the
One last dark to dawn training swim
longest being an 8½ hour swim
in Lake Washington to get used to
that covered 16 miles in Lake
swimming in the dark and we felt as
Washington. Her pace and
Continued
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Eric and Lars
Durban’s
Catalina
Channel
Swim

ready as we were going to get. I
spent the last week going to bed
an hour earlier each night and
getting up an hour earlier – till I
was rising at 1 AM – in
preparation for our 11 pm swim
start. All that did was give me a
week of poor sleep – not a good
decision. It would have been
better to just get good sleep
each night.
We flew down early the
morning of the swim. I wish we
had flown down one day earlier
to get a good afternoon nap in

and a swim in the ocean at Long
Beach/San Pedro the day of the swim.
As it was, there was not much
relaxing that day having to find our
hotel, get an early check-in, get lunch
and locate where the Bottom
Scratcher would be docked. We got
to the dock at a little before 7 pm to
get checked in for our swim, meet our
CCSF Observers, boat captains, crew
and kayakers, and sign liability
waivers before being read the CCSF
rules for the crossing.
The conclusion of the Catalina
Channel Swim will be in the NEXT
issue of Currents!

Credit: Mark Simmons

Orcas Island SwimRun: The Tortoise and the Hare
by Gail Stribling Geldien
Swimming has been a long-time passion for me. I am no stranger to
traditional pool swim meets, having grown up swimming for clubs, my high
school, and as a lifeguard. The nerves, the chlorine, the waiting to jump
off the blocks and swim lane by lane with fellow athletes, I love it all.
However, I mostly love the actual swimming. Team workouts, the quiet
inner contemplation that I seem to only find when underwater, and only
recently sharing that experience with my partner and husband Josh. I
have the pandemic to thank for introducing me to open water swimming,
something I think many swimmers embraced to preserve our time in the
Continued
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Orcas Island
SwimRun:
The Tortoise
and the Hare,
page 2

water. The wonderful thing is that
when pools reopened again, I still
craved open water workouts and
competition. I also opened up to
the idea of social media and
joined a virtual team sponsored
by Blue 70. Through the team, I
started exploring more types of
swimming competition.
The crazy thing is that I knew
nothing about a SwimRun race.
Reading a compelling article in
Outside magazine that I tripped
over online, was my first
introduction to this new sport,
“The Best Thing About
SwimRun? It’s Not About the
Bike”. The history of how the
sport started I found hilarious and
so adventurous- from a friendly
bet in a bar to more organized
events. Currently, the sport is
gaining a following, and you could
count me in. I was drawn to a
less commercial and more
environmental outdoor focused
experience. The sport seemed to
emphasize experiencing nature
as it is (no red carpets here) with
strict penalties for littering.
Additionally, I loved the idea of a
partner race. My experiences
swimming on a team were always
individual experiences. Working
together with a partner seemed
like a great way to be safe, stay
engaged, and really enjoy the
event. So, I could not think of
anyone better to do that with than
my triathlete husband. He is a
strong runner and a pretty decent
swimmer, so I hoped he could
help get me through those
running legs of the race. That
was the idea behind “The
Tortoise and the Hare”, I would
lead us in the water, and he

would guide us on the trail.
I spent probably 5 months reading
and trying to figure out how I was
going to swim in shoes, and then how
I was going to run in a wetsuit. I
stumbled on several really great
resources, for anyone else that gets
inspired to try their own SwimRun
adventure. The Low Tide Boyz
maintain a great podcast and website
from which I learned a lot. SwimRun
Labs has some free training plans
which I used to prepare. I also had
great support from my Master’s
Coach and fellow swimmers from Blue
Wave Aquatics.
THE RACE: The race location is
extraordinary. I had been to Orcas
Island once before so I was expecting
the beauty but this trip was extremely
warm and sunny. We arrived early and
rented a house on the water, enjoying
the beach, the fall sunshine, and
glassy water. The race was held at the
Rosario Resort. Built in 1905, the
historical architecture and the
picturesque waterfront locale is just
the start of the beautiful scenery. The
race was based at the resort, which
provided some comforts like
bathrooms, ample parking, and
expansive lawns for the start and
finish of the race. The majority of the
course took us winding through Moran
State Park, an enchanted forest with
clear mountain lakes. Even though
this was a large event, it felt so low
key and friendly.
Race morning the weather turned
cooler, and a light mist or drizzle was
coming down. I was expecting to
overheat in my wetsuit so was very
comfortable with the cooler, wetter
weather, and only right at the start
was the rain heavy enough to be
bothersome. We held to the back of
the pack for the start with a strategy to
Continued
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just enjoy our time together and
prefer to pass other people rather
than be passed ourselves. I had
decided to run up the hills and
fast walk the downhills as much
as possible to save my knees.
We worked our way to the middle
of the pack in those first few hills.
As we returned to the marina we
passed the post-race pizza truck
smelling the beginnings of what
was to come. Josh called to
them, “I am only doing this for the
all you can eat pizza!” The pizza
guys, all smiles, responded that
they would be ready for him after
the race.
The first swim (the only leg in
the ocean and my first saltwater
swim ever), we were still pretty
bunched up. We didn’t plan to
tether together, but after that first
swim and trying to stay together it
was obvious using a tether would
really make the swim legs easier.
We swam over LOTS of jellyfish
(EEK!) but they must have been
friendly because neither of us felt
any stings. I didn’t notice the
water temperature at all so I think
I was pretty warm and full of
adrenaline.
We exited that first short swim
and all of our meticulously
organized gear had migrated. In
hindsight we probably should
have practiced transitioning, but
we didn’t so there was a lot of
fumbling to put things back away.
The biggest hill of the race was
ahead and we attacked it with
enthusiasm, but at a certain
grade, everyone was hiking more
than running up. We continued to
pass groups and solos gaining
confidence as we went.
The second swim in Cascade
Lake was shallow and teams
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were starting to spread out a little more,
so there was less navigating around
and between other groups. This was
another short swim and went so much
smoother because we tethered
together. I did not have to wonder if my
partner was behind me. Scrambling out
of the water on some wet rocks we
helped each other regroup again before
starting the next run leg. This time,
things went a little bit smoother. Out of
the water we ran around the south end
of the lake heading toward the longest
swim leg of the race. The trail was
narrow and “technical” with lots of roots
and rocks. We were still feeling strong
and doing more passing then being
passed. I was only just starting to
realize the mistake I made having both
paddles on a string at my back. I was
probably the noisiest person in the
woods with them clapping together.
Needless to say, we did not see any
wildlife other than fish.
At the start of the third swim, there
was an aid station. I was still feeling
good and did not think I needed to stop
for water, but moments later, once I was
in the water for the long swim, I was so
thirsty and kicking myself. The lake was
beautiful, the water was smooth, it may
have been raining, but I could not tell. I
saw some fish and the fog in the trees
was magical. There was a large inflated
buoy marking the exit, so navigation
and sighting were simple, just swim
straight. Getting out, we were both
excited because our kids were
spectating on the other side of the lake,
and we could see the park now as we
ran. Run four was the shortest real run
leg and ended on the northwest bank of
Cascade Lake.
This was the point in the race I was
pretty nervous about. The course had
one “small” cliff jump into the water. I
was undecided about jumping until I
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was there. I don’t really like
heights so I didn’t stop to
contemplate it, and just followed
my partner into the water. I was
so hurried and worried about
losing my googles that I didn’t
exhale and got a load of lake
water up my nose. Sputtering
and choking we tethered again
and swam the short 500M to the
other side of the lake to our
smiling cheering kids and family.
I rented the picnic shelter in the
public beach park for the day, it
was a happy accident that the
swim exit was right in front of the
shelter. They had a great view of
the race happening around the
lake, as well as a nice protected
place to hang out. We stopped at
the aid station to fill water bottles
and drink a little, I should have
stopped longer to drain my
bottle, but was anxious to keep
moving, so I ran the next leg with
my collapsible water bottle in my
hand trying to sip it down, unable
to really drink and breathe.
Run five was the longest run
of the day, climbing 3.25 miles,
and we traded off with a few
teams all the way sometimes
leading and sometimes following.
Everyone was jovial and making
good-hearted comments. That
was true of most of the
competitors. In between heavy
breathing, jokes were told,
encouragement was given, and
comradery was shared. It made
the experience fun for both of us.
We made it to the third aid
station, and I took the remainder
of my water stowing the bottle
away for the coming swim leg. In
hindsight, here is where I should
have taken some fuel, but I still
felt full of energy.
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The next swim in a mountain lake
included clambering over a tiny rocky
island, which was good because here
I did notice the colder water, and it
took a lot of energy to warm up and
get across. Teams were pretty spread
out at this point, so it felt like we had
the lake to ourselves as we swam
across, the tether keeping us together
and connected. At the exit we had our
routine down and packed up our gear
to start the return run back to
Cascade Lake, and I was starting to
feel tired legs. The cold lake water
and the descent both taking my
energy.
This run felt like the turning point
as we were now heading back to the
finish, another 2.9 miles. This was the
hardest leg for me, and somewhere
along the trail I had to stop and fuel
as my legs felt like they might give
out. I don’t think I could have kept
going without my husband Josh there.
He talked me through the whole thing
and eased me back on course. He
also had his head up and kept me
from missing several trail markers as
we made the trip back. The downhills
were brutal on my knees. We
befriended a woman as we ran and
learned that while Josh had been
given a solo jersey by mistake, she
had been given a team jersey as a
solo racer. We joked about swapping
bibs at the end of the race. She ran
with us for what seemed like a long
time, but then did pull ahead and we
wished her well.
We stopped at the last aid station
before the final swim leg and drank
our fill this time. Our swim started a
bit rocky with multiple stops to adjust,
and clear foggy goggles. Josh asked
if he should lead, and that was the
push I needed to say no, I was fine,
and dig in for the last swim. My
Continued
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competitive self would not give up
the lead yet! We passed several
groups, and according to my
husband, we powered across.
Much of the last swim and the final
run legs were a blur for me to just
keep moving.
The last run was the steepest
decline back down the hill we had
clambered up earlier in the day, so
we were just keeping our legs
under us. I did get a second wind
and felt good on the final run leg.
We were passed by a couple
teams right at the end, but I had
no disappointment because I was
just so happy and proud that we
were finishing our own race. Josh
and I did not bicker or argue as I’d
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feared might happen, we supported
each other every step of the way.
Our fellow Blue 70 team
members, whom we had traded
places with a few times, flew by for a
great finish. I did what I could to
sprint for the finish line and then not
fall over removing my chip. We
congratulated those around us at the
finish and basked in the post-race
heady feeling of accomplishment.
We found the woman we had met on
the course and traded jerseys. Then,
as promised, we ate our fill of
amazing wood fired pizza and
marveled at what we had just done
with the other athletes. It was a
fantastic experience that I hope to
repeat next year.
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Last Splash of Summer 2021
Sponsored by Blue Wave Aquatics

After running a virtual Last Splash of Summer in 2020, Blue Wave returned to Angle Lake for a
live event on September 25, 2021. Competing events, including a national Triathlon event in Maple
Valley, forced the event to move later in the month than usual. With the Coronavirus Delta variant
imposing new restrictions throughout Washington State, we were unsure of what the interest would
be in an open air/open water event with dozens or hundreds of other people participating.
Re-starting a live event that was put on hold for a year proved to be a challenging endeavor. To
simplify participation, a decision was reached early on to not have it be a USMS-sanctioned event.
The main reason for sanctioning is to take advantage of US Masters Swimming (USMS) insurance
coverage for the event. With help from our friends at Raise the Bar Triathlon group we were able
to secure private, equivalent insurance coverage and remove the need for non-USMS swimmers to
purchase a membership just for this one event.
Eliminating USMS sanctioning also lifted some restrictions on how safety boats could be used
before and during the race. With restrictions lifted on the power boats, we were lucky enough to
get volunteer help from Richard Farmer and Vince Partridge, lakeside residents, to set up and take
down the course buoys.
We also planned to use a manual timing system to save money and because of schedule
conflicts with our previous automated timing system provider. One of the biggest problems we
faced was getting volunteer lifeguards and on-water kayak and Stand-Up Paddleboard (SUP)
support. Seems that a year with most pools closed, and a lack of lifeguard training classes,
resulted in a lifeguard shortage. Who could have guessed? Mike Murphy and Zena Courtney
stepped up to the lifeguarding duty to save the day. Blue Wave members and family came through
to volunteer for the kayaks and SUPs, much to the relief of our Safety Officer, Scott Lautman. Most
other operations continued as in prior pre-COVID years.
While registrations were slow to come in when it was first announced, with a couple of nudges
from some high-profile open water swimmers (thanks Zena and Tricia), and the weather forecast
promising, registrations topped 80 before race day. With more Blue Wave members staffing the
registration tables, swimmers were smoothly processed through – many for their first open water
swim. Steve Collela handled the race announcing duties spectacularly - like he’d done it a hundred
times before.
With the buoys set out, the beach raked and flags hung to guide swimmers toward the finish line
at the end of the race, the event was ready to start. Unlike in prior years, with a manual timing
system, we didn’t have to wave start 5 different groups. Instead, we got all 1 & 2 mile swimmers to
the starting line together. The start of the race air horn was blasted right at 10 AM as scheduled
Blueoff
Wave
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wentAquatics
71 swimmers. While one swimmer requested to get out early, all the rest completed
PO events
Box 24083
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for which they had signed up. Beautiful, etched Last Splash of Summer ceramic mugs
Federal
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WA1st and 2nd place female and male finishers in each division. (Continued
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)
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Last Splash of Summer 2021
Sponsored by Blue Wave Aquatics

1-mile Non-Wetsuit
Females:
Males:
Kayla Bartsch
13
29:43
Peter Larson
35 29:56
Lauren Smith
28
32:10
Kristopher Wannquist 27 37:34
2-mile Non-Wetsuit
Females:
Males:
Sheryl Mohwinkel-Fleming 49
50:42
Samuel Metzgar
13
54:45
Ava Field
13
53.14
Robert Condotta
58 1:12:10
1-mile Wetsuit
Females:
Males:
Kinley Irons
13
23:06
Devin Irons
14 22:25
Clair Hanna
15
23:24
Dominik Irons
12 23:13
2-mile Wetsuit
Females:
Males:
Madeline Fox
16
50:27
Spencer Alpaugh
26 44:53
Maura Carroll
44
52:52
David Dahl
36 44:53
500meter Non-Wetsuit
Molly Akers
10
F 11:16
Cordella White
11
F 11:48
The finish line was handled incredibly well by Krys Postma, Kim Boggs, Scott Matthews, Angela
Turley, Lynn Gross, Judy Williams and a fine unnamed gentlemen with a stopwatch.
A big thank you also goes out to the King County EMTs who ran the safety boat during our event
and the Explorer Scouts who staffed the warming tent and spent the race in the water up to their
hips helping swimmers regain their feet after reaching the shallows.
And last, but certainly not least, a very big thank you to our sponsors: Ashley House for
medically fragile children, Connelly Law Offices, Racheal Deaderick Keller Williams Realty
Puyallup, Raise the Bar, Umpqua Oats, Trader Joe’s, Good Bye Chlorine and Costco.
Congratulations to all the swimmers and thank you so much to all the volunteers. This event
would have been a bust without you, but because of you it was a big success! Complete results
can be found at 2021-LSOS-Results.pdf (lastsplashofsummer.com). FINISH photos and other
pictures of the day can be found on our Facebook page. See you all next year!
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Snohomish Aquatics Masters Invitational Meet
Sunday, November 7, 2021
BWAQ Swimmers Step up to the Starting Blocks!

LOCATION: Snohomish Aquatics Center
516 Maple Ave, Snohomish WA 98920
(360) 568-8030

Gracie Ralstin smoking the start of the
200 free. Way to go!

Chelsea
Chan
conquers all
the 50s.
Shown here
is her 50
Back start!!

Maddie Ralstin tackles the 200 IM!!!

Kim Anderson Mellick photo finish .01 seconds between 1st and 2nd in 50 Free!!
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